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easoned observers of Syria have learned not to make
much of apparentpolitical changes in the country. This
S
lesson holds true today, but with a twist.
Five yearsafterthe death of Hafiz al-Asad, who ruled Syria
for 30 years, a series of"springs"have come and gone without
substantially opening up the political system. The country's
political institutions are stable, but stagnant, including the
governing Baath Party, which continues to rule by periodically reshuffling elites. Syria'seconomy continues to sputter,
its small oil reservescontinue to dwindle and its work force
continues to lag behind in acquiring the skills needed in
today's global economy. Perhaps the most troubling part of
Syria'spredicament is an invisible but rising wave of poverty
unprecedented in recent history.
For Syria'spolitical elite, this precarious state of affairs is
not unusual. Nor is it beyond the wherewithal of the awkward, yet maturing new leadership around President Bashar
al-Asad to deal with adversity. What has changed rather
decisively is the world around Syria'scocoon. Coupled with
domestic woes, this change does challenge the abilities of
the regime. Violent regime change in Iraq, the humiliating
loss of Syrian control in Lebanon and a strident Israel emboldened by a duplicitous "war on terror" have combined
to isolate Syria and to diminish its regional influence. The
results of negotiations with the European Union to bring
Bassam Haddad teachespolitical science at St. Joseph'sUniversity in Philadelphia.

Syria into a "partnership agreement," as part of the EU's
"Barcelona process" of Euro-Mediterranean economic integration, have been disappointing. To make things worse,
the Bush administration, backed by Congress, persists in
pursuing an unprincipled anti-Syria campaign whose endgame remains difficult to divine.
In 200oo5,Syria finds itself bereft of foreign policy tools
whose advantagesit enjoyed for over 30 years. Between 1970
and 1990, the Syrian regime benefited from the superpower
competition of the Cold War. With the dissolution of the
Soviet Union in 1990, Damascus relied on playing a regional
role, beginning with its participation in the US-led coalition
to expel the Iraqiarmy from Kuwait in 1990. Now, the international and regional fronts are both closed, and the Syrian
regime is left with a lone front on which to fight for its viability: at home. The domestic front is where the regime has
historically been most vulnerable.
Barringunforeseen developments, the Syrian regime faces
what, by its lights, is a curious dilemma: either it acquiescesto
the demands of external forces in order to preserveitself or it
compromises its domestic position by allowing the diffusion
and decentralization of power. Does the Syrian regime have
the skill and the willpower to escape from this hornet's nest?
Can the regime manage today's domestic, regional and international crises all at the same time? Judging by the outcome
of the Baath Party'srecent Tenth Regional Conference, one
should not hold one's breath.
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The Tenth Regional Conference, held in early June 2005,
was a bit of housekeeping in preparation for an entrenchment. It saw the apparent consolidation of Bashar al-Asad's
rule at a time when significant external and internal tensions
and threats are coinciding for the first time since the 196os.
THE PERFORMANCE
OF HUMANRIGHTS
According to Ibrahim Hamidi, perhaps the most informed
IN MOROCCO
and incisive journalist in Syria today, "~Themessage that the
Susan Slyomovics
Regional Baath Conference wanted to send at the end of the
conference to public opinion, the opposition and foreign acinpresenting
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arguesthat
the ruling party in Syria."'
and
funerals,eulogies,mocktrials,vigilsandsit-ins,publictestimony
Very little was said at the conference about foreign policy,
andpoetryrecitalsareperformances
witnessing,
storytelling
of
beyond affirmation that peace will remain Syria's"strategic
humanrightsandstrategiesforopeningpublicspaceinMorocco.
choice" and that the regime will work to enhance its bargainof Human
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botha
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clearpictureof the presentstateof humanrights
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The conference was not without positive developments,
though these were hardly far-reaching reforms. Expanding
space for political participation was a recurring theme. For
j,
the first time, there were serious recommendations that the
state should review the Emergency Law in place since 1963,
with an eye toward "narrowing the scope of state security
matters."3A new "political parties law" is likely to take effect
soon,4 though Article 8 of the constitution, designating the
EXILEANDRETURN
Baath Party as the "leader of state and society,"will remain
Predicamentsof
RETU!RN
untouched. Reiterating a stock line, a high-level official told
Palestiniansandlews
the pan-Arab daily al-Hayat that modification of Article 8
n .5w
Editedby AnnM.Lesch
is an "externalrequest" made by non-Syrian interests. This
ti
and lan S. Lustick
statement is related to various proclamations during the conference regardingthe need to "lay bare"the intentions of the
TheIsraeli,Palestinian,
andAmerican
contributors
expatriate
opposition, particularly the Muslim Brotherhood
to thisvolumeconsiderthe catastrophic
failureof
the Oslopeaceprocessandtheyearsof bloody
leadership in exile in Paris, on the grounds that they are not
violencethatensued.Theyareableto takefull
true "nationalists"and are being supported by actors hostile
of thefloodof newworkontheseissuesthattheopening
advantage
to Syria.5Another likely subject of this denunciation is the
of variouskeyarchiveshasmadepossible.Theircontributions
here
Reform
Party of Syria led by Washington-area dentist Farid
thatis informed
bythe
signala shifttowarda kindof reconciliation
past,present,andfuture.
Ghadry,a would-be Syrian Ahmad Chalabi who is being promoted by the neo-conservative think tank, the Foundation
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Shafir,
Pappe,EliePodeh,NadimN.Rouhana,
SalimTamari.
Shenhav,
It is necessary,
phasizedthat "theparty does not own the state."'6
he said, "to redefine the relationship of the party to political
2005 1368pagesI Clothi$45.00
power, and not to be enmeshed in daily politics, and to move
away from office work and focus on interacting with the
masses."7Henceforth, the Baath'sshare of cabinet posts will
be limited to ten.8 Nonetheless, it was stipulated toward the
UNIVERSITY
OF PENNSY LVANIA
end of the conference that the prime minister and the speaker
PRESS
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of parliament must be members of the Baath'sruling body,
the Regional Command, creating an obvious contradiction
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between proclamations and practice, and eliminating the possibility that a high-level executive such as the prime minister
may be an independent.
It was also suggested that the Regional Command of the
party be dissolved and replaced by the "Party Command."
Hence, President al-Asadwould become the secretary-general
of the Baath Party,not the regionalsecretary.This movewould
facilitate the dissolution of the National Command of the
party in the near future.9Although the party did not act on
this suggestion at the conference, it is likely to do so in the
future. In any event, the number of members in the Regional
Command was dropped from 21 to 14. It is also significant
that there were forces calling for replacing the slogan "unity,
freedom, socialism"with "democracyand social justice,"and
the name Arab Socialist Baath Party with simply the Baath
Party,thereby toning down the socialist identity of the party
and introducing the magic word "democracy."'o
Thesechanges
did not occur, but talk of them provides clues to the regime's
longer-term thinking.
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TheNittyGritty
It is no secret that Syria's real strongmen sit at the helms
of General Security, Military Security and the Republican
Guard. Changes and replacements at that level tell a more
direct story about the regime'sinternal power dynamics than
hundreds of pages of party declarations and memoranda.
One week after the conference, Bashar'sbrother-in-law Asef
Shawkat was confirmed as the head of military intelligence,
perhaps one of the most sensitive and powerful positions in
Syria today. ManafTlass, son of former Defense Minister
Mustafa Tlass, and Bashar'sbrother Mahir are the effective
heads of the Republican Guard, perhaps the most potent
fighting force in Syria. The implications here might appear clearer than they are, for family ties to Bashar do not
guarantee loyalty, as the history of struggle for power in
Syria instructs.
More important is the evident "clearing of the way" that
has taken place within the predominant institutions of coer7

shakeshandswithpartymembers
of theBaathPartyRegional
inDamascus,
June6, 2005.'Abdal-Halim
thenstill
Basharal-Asad
duringtheopening
Congress
Khaddam,
vice president,is seen smilingnext to Asad.

cion in the country since Hafiz al-Asad'sdeath. Over the past
five years, strongmen who are either opposed to Basharor are
not part of his "team"have been gradually either replaced or
"retired."They include former Chief of Staff 'Ali Asian and
his deputies 'Abd al-Rahman al-Sayyad, Faruq Ibrahim 'Isa,
Ibrahim al-Safi, Shafiq Fayyadand Ahmad 'Abd al-Nabi, the
head of the political security branch of General Security, 'Adnan Badr Hasan, and Hasan al-Khalil, Shawkat'spredecessor
as head of military intelligence.
Perhapsthe most visible development at the Regional Baath
Conferencewas the replacementwithin the RegionalCommand
of what remains of the " old guard"that surrounded Bashar's
father" with a "new"team.12A chartermember of the old guard,
'Abd al-Halim Khaddam, "resigned"as vice president and as a
member of the Regionaland National Command Councils after
sensing the isolation of the "older"Baathists.As Khaddamis perhaps the second most visibleicon of the BaathregimeafterHafiz
al-Asad,the natureof his exit-which was not "honorable"-bespeaks the end of an era.The circumstancessurroundinghis exit
lend credence to the little-discussedstory that Khaddam and
others among the old guardformed an informal allianceaimed
at "saving"the regimefromwhat they perceiveto be the current
leadership'sblunders in Iraqand Lebanon.13
8
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Khaddam'sdeparture completes the process of paving the
way for Bashar that started in June 200ooo.The new team is
made up of both older and younger Baathists who are distinguished by their proximity to the current leadership, and not
necessarilyby their skill or experience. It is said that this team
is important not for what it will do for Syria, but for what it
will not do: obstruct decisions made by the top leadership.
For the regime, the new team is a double-edged sword. On
the one hand, its unquestioning loyalty will make for a less
erraticpolicy. On the other hand, the new Command leadership lacks vision and, many say,competence. It remains to be
seen which edge of the sword will strike. If the new team is a
short-term fix to rid the leadership of troublemakers, then it
could enable a smoother and surer decision-making process
in the future. However, if the desired end is to surround the
leadership with complacent figures in perpetuity, then it is
probable that Syriawill return to square one, with the leadership approaching a stifling absolutism of sorts. In any event,
Syria'sprincipal dilemma leaves little room for the long-term
sustainability of such a formula.
Institutionally speaking, Basharand his closest allies have
played a delicate game to consolidate their control. On the
one hand, they needed to preserve the structure of executive
EASTREPORT
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authority by strengthening the party and government institutions; on the other hand, they had to manipulate the same
authority structure and institutions that would allow them
to limit the personal power of potential adversariesin the
long run. This was not a choice of one strategy among many
on offer: Bashar needed, and needs, the Baath Party. Since
he lacks his father'scharisma, and with the multiplication of
power centers around certain personalitieswithin the regime,
selective reinvigoration of the roles of the party was the only
rational choice.
Another change is increasing reliance on the security
services, as indicated by the shifting membership in the
Regional Command. Historically, the Command included
the chief of staff and the defense minister. After the June
conference, two members of the security services took the
spots of these officials in the Command. It is unmistakable
that the security services are continuing to gain authority in
circles that they began to infiltrate in the early 197os. Finally,
the institutional clout has been eroded, particularlyafter the
pullout from Lebanon.

stanceon regionalissues-particularly the Arab-Israeliconflict.
Bashar'sregime has been steadily losing this ability. In the past,
Palestinian and Lebanese resistance movements were used
from a distance to prop up the legitimacyof the Syrian regime.
Today, the regime has absorbed these tools as part and parcel
of its legitimacy, thereby compromising its independence
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and allowing itself to be more liable for the Palestinians and
Lebanese groups' possible missteps. In the post-September
II international climate, where the US, Europe and Israel
require no hard evidence to condemn Syria for any number
of alleged infractions, such a loss of autonomy could subject
Syria to many unneeded blows. One should caution against
accepting the common view in Syriathat Asad senior would
never
have brought the country to such a point. The Syrian
The transition of regime from Asad senior to Asad junior that
began in 2000 (and perhapsearlier)is now complete. Though regime has been, and still is, willing to pay nearly any price
the new regime is not impregnable, the intra-party tension to maintain its own security, and the dead end was always in
and the rocky decision-making processes that characterized
Bashar'sfirst five years in power are unlikely to reappearfor
some time. The evident winners are Basharand his team, inThePalestine
Center
Annual
Conference
2005
cluding the Asad family and their innermost circle. The evident losers are the old guard, or those who opposed Bashar's
ascendancy,beginning with formerly powerful Chief of Staff
Hikmat Shihabi, who "retired"in 1998 after he made public
2005
Friday,18 November
his distastefor the prospect of Basharruling Syria,and ending
9:00
am-5:30
D.C.
pm
Washington,
with Khaddam-with a flurry of others in between.
Recent political developments in Palestine, including the passing of
Digging a little deeper, one finds that the decisive break
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat and the election of President Mahmoud
was made not only with the old guard, but with the regime
Abbas, have shifted the course of politics in Palestine and the Middle East, as
of Hafiz al-Asad, a development that cannot be translated
have other local, regional, and global factors.On 18 November 2005, experts
publicly into words in Syria'spolitical climate today. Bashar
fromaroundtheworldwillcometogetheratThePalestineCenterto analyze
was indeed his father'schoice of successor,following the death
the current political climate in Palestine from a variety of perspectives.
This conference will examine salient developments in the region and
of his oldest son Basil in a 1994 car crash, but it is questionhow the policies of the new rising powers in Africa, Asia and Latin America
able whether Asad senior wanted Basharto change the regime
affect the political and economic future of Palestine and the Middle East.
itself. This is not an academic point, for with the changes to
Experts will also address developments in Lebanon and Syria, efforts by U.S.
the regime came changes in the regime'sstyle and approach
President George W. Bush to"spread democracy"to the Middle East and
whose contours are still emerging.
createdby Arafat'sabsence from the
world-wide, the so-called"o'bpportunity"
In its handling of the US invasion of Iraqand the aftermath,
Palestinian leadership, and the extent to which Abbas' administration has
influencedprospects for apolitical settlement of the Israeli-Palestinianconflict.
the "Lebanon file" after the May 2000 Israeli withdrawal
This event is free, however pre-registration is required. Visit
and the US "war on terror" that linked Syria with "terrorwww.thejerusalemfund.org
for more information on how to register,
ist" groups within Syria and in Lebanon, the current Syrian
conference details, and the work of The Palestine Center, an educational
regime has contributed to its own isolation. This isolation is
programoftheJerusalem Fund for Education and Community Development.
exacerbatedby the Bush administration'shostile posture.Hafiz
ThePalestineCenter2425Virginia
N.W.Washington,
D.C.20037 USA
Avenue,
al-Asad'sregime boxed itself in domestically, but was always
* Fax202-333-7742* www.thejerusalemfund.org
Tel.
202-338-1290
able to compensate for problems caused by its centralization
of domestic political power by adopting an uncompromising
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By most estimates, there is 20 percent unemployment in
the country, with at least 300,000 new workers entering the
job market each year.24According to former State Planning
Commission chief and current Deputy Prime Minister for
Economic Affairs 'Abdallah al-Dardari, an average annual
growth rate of 7 percent will be necessary to provide employment for job seekers. Where will this growth come from?
With oil income tapering off, Syria's public and private
sectors must do the heavy lifting. To generate growth in
those sectors, the regime appears to be counting on the
trade benefits of a partnership agreement with the EU.
After some hesitation, and presumably to break the Syrian
isolation imposed by the US, in 200oo4Bashar created a new
team to speed up the signing of an agreement. As a precondition, the EU pressed for a rapid transition from a public- to a private- sector economy, and, according to former
Industry Minister 'Isam al-Za'im, the regime soon found
The state of the Syrian economy remains dismal. It is unclear itself moving faster and conceding more than it wanted to.
the EU had added new preconditions,
whether the deliberations at the recent Baath Regional Com- By the end of 200oo4,
mand Conference reflect the sophistication that is requiredto
deal with the crisis.14Optimists continue to debate whether
this or that liberalization measure is likely to improve the
economy as though the missing link is a "good plan." The The
been
has
announcement by the chief of the State Planning Commisto ento pay
any
sion in 200oo4that Syria will adopt the principles of a market
economy by 2010 brought relief to optimists.15So did the
in power.
it remains
that
announcement at the Baath Regional Conference that Syria
will adopt a "social market economy."''6But what about the
elephants in the room?
Syria'seconomy stagnated between 1996 and 2004, with including a call upon Syria to lead the way in eliminating
an estimated average growth rate of 2.4 percent.17Mean- weapons of mass destruction from the region. Nevertheless,
while, the population is growing at a rate of 2.7 percent,'8 the Syrian team included "services"in the list of sectors to
spelling disasterfor development. Economic growth reached be liberalized, and at a faster pace, as a way to hasten the
3.4 percent in 2003, but that unusually high rate reflected signing. This concession was not made public. In the end,
the sale of Iraqi oil through Syria and then the rise of oil after the assassination of former Lebanese Prime Minister
prices as a result of the Iraq war. In 2004, economic growth Rafiq al-Hariri, the EU withdrew its promises of an expedropped to 1.7 percent, showing the danger of depending on dited agreement.
oil rents.'9 Oil production reached 59I,000 barrelsper day
Should the negotiations restart, the public sector would
in 1995but declined to 450,000 bpd in 2005. Accord- have to be overhauled, a political nightmare for a regime
(bpd)
KERN/LO KATONLINE
ing to one estimate, Syria will become a net importer of oil such as Syria's, where that sector takes on a number of
for the first time in 30 years by zo12.20The good news for necessary political and social functions. Privatization acTHOMAS
the Syrian regime is that the rise in natural gas production cording to a plan of eliminating failing public-sector firms
is likely to compensate for a substantial part of the decrease and refurbishing struggling ones might work only if the
in oil production. Gas reserves are estimated at 240 billion top leadership is willing to compromise the non-economic
cubic meters.21Much depends on the transit revenues that functions that the sector serves. More importantly, the plan
Dan scus,20 4.
Syria will receive from the Arab Gas Pipeline linking Egypt would fall to pieces in the absence of a private sector capable
with Turkey and eastern Europe.22Ultimately, rent income of employing at least half of the new job seekers each year
from oil or gas will only buy time. Meanwhile, unemploy- (I5o,ooo-200oo,ooo people), a figure that is well beyond the
ment, poverty,investment and dilapidatedpublic-sectorfirms capacity of Syria'smostly small private firms.25
HaftazafAsadin
The growth of the private sector in Syria was erratic in
require immediate attention.
Syrians are suffering from an alarming decrease in their the 1990s.26 Since zooo2000,
private investment grew slightly
postorof
standard of living. In 2003-2004, 5.1million people (or 30.1 only because of the dramatic drop in such investment
percent of the population) were living below the povertyline, between 1996 and 2000. The most recent figures place
Fraylng
with 2 million Syrians unable to meet their basic needs.23 the private sector's contribution to capital accumulation
sight. Asad senior was likely, however, to have delayed the
inevitable a little longer.
The breathing space that the regime affordeditself by clearing the way for a less conflict-ridden decision-makingprocess
is an opportunity to embark on irreversibledomestic decentralization that would herald an era of putting development
ahead of both regime security and externaldemands. Independent, opposition and regime-friendly observersin Syriawill
not bet on this scenario. In view of the Bush administration's
aggressivepolicy orientation, the smart money is on a strategy of gradualsubmission to external demands that may hurt
the wellbeing of the Syrian people, but will keep the regime's
security intact. The same scenarios unfold in the case of the
country'spolitical economy.
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with the EU can provide the cure for Syria's
economic ills is incommensurate with the
political and institutional requirements of
such an agreement.

Moment
of Decision
According to Nabil Sukkar, a seasoned economist and business consultant, "Thereis a need
for a 'Great Leap Forward,' not an incremental progression."29 Syria's economy remains
captive to the country's brand of centralized
NEW
NEW
politics. Economic rationality remains seTOWARDAN OPEN TOMB
EASTERNCAULDRON
verely fettered by a political logic that preThe Crisis in Israeli Society
Islam, Afghanistan,
Palestine,
and
in
a
Marxist
Mirror
vents
the very idea of a comprehensive reform
Iraq
MICHEL
WARSCHAWSKI
by
by GILBERTACHCAR
plan, without which incremental measures
"Ameticulously documented,
are ineffective at worst and reversible at best.
The route to any coherent
yet intensely personal meditation
Problems of low investment, an inhospitable
understanding of our time runs
by a leading dissident on the
through the issues addressed in this
environment, a weak judiciary and idiosynpolitical psychosis currently
collection of essays:the political
cratic state intervention are not economic, but
gripping large segments of the
meaning of Islam, the relation of
political through and through. According to
Israeli
population."
the West to the Islamic world, the
Za'im, these problems have existed since 1991
- NORMANFINKELSTEIN
http://www.mcnthlyreview.org/towardopentomb.htm
new form of imperialism signaled
when Syria embarked on "economic pluralfirst by the Soviet occupation of
Towardan Open Tombrevealsthe
ism." Beyond the lack of political will needed
Afghanistan and now by the U.S.
horror of the Israeli occupation of
to overhaul the Syrian economy, there are
occupations of Afghanistan and
the Palestinian territorywhile
three equally large obstacles: the network of
and
the
intractable
conflict
Iraq,
focusing mainly on the effects on
state officials, military officers, their offspring
over Palestine. This volume brings
the occupiers themselves.
and relatives, and powerful businessmen who
together Gilbert Achcar'smajor
benefit from the current arrangements; a dehttp://www.monthlyreview.org/casterncauldron.htm
writings on these issues.
crepit administrative and bureaucraticsystem;
$14.95 paper/124pp/ISBN: 1-58367-109-9
$18.95 paper/288pp/ISBN: 1-58367-095-5
and an insufficiently skilled labor force. Only
OR (212)
CALL:
1.800.670.9499
TIO ORDER
691-2555
MONTHLY REVIEW PRESS 122WEST 27THSTREET. NEW YORK,NY10001
Io percent of Syrian workers have a college
degree, for instance.30 It is impossible to
treat these problems in isolation, requiring
at only 34 percent, after years of supposed support and once again the kind of political will that would put Syria's
promotion of private sector growth.27Obstacles to private- development before regime security.
sector growth remain both political and structural, having
For better or for worse, and unless Baathist infighting
to do with the political role that the public sector plays in resurfaces,the Syrian regime is left to its own devices on the
servicing the regime's economic power and social legiti- domestic front as it attempts to resolve its curious dilemma.
macy. Another part of the problem has been the failure The official line is that Syria is prevented from taking cerof existing public and new private banks in financing the tain reform measures because they correspond to external
growth of the private sector.28 As a result, new entrants demands. This is a false binary opposition. It is true that
into the private sector remain few. By contrast, the al- Syria is facing a hostile international environment and an
ready existing private businessmen and the public-private unprincipled political campaign against it, but that has been
networks to which they belong are expanding at a steady the case since the early twentieth century. The hostility is
pace as they are faced with little or no competition from unlikely to subside, whatever the stance of the United States.
potential entrants who lack financing. These big business Proper development for state and society in Syria does not
groups worry not about liberalization or lack thereof at conflict with warding off external enemies. On the contrary,
this point; they are mostly concerned to keep the formula it is the most efficient weapon against them.
within which they are accustomed to work. One might
Proper development does conflict with the guaranteed
have to wait for a vigorous economy until these indi- security of the Syrian regime as it stands today. The Syrviduals and networks discover a contradiction between ian regime is quickly approaching the point where it will
further capital accumulation and the existing formula. have to choose between compromising with the outside
For the time being, the idea that a partnership agreement forces it cautions against, thereby preserving itself in its
12
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current form, or compromising with the Syrian people,
thereby voluntarily reducing its own power. Much antiZionist and anti-imperialist rhetoric notwithstanding, this
U
choice is not in the end such a big puzzle.
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